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WHAT IS SENATE BILL 326?
The passage of Senate Bill 326 (SB 326) added new Civil Code 
§5551 to the Davis-Stirling Common Interest Development Act 
and became effective on January 1, 2020.

The new law makes it mandatory that a licensed architect or 
structural engineer conduct visual inspections, in the least 
intrusive manner possible, of exterior elevated elements at all 
condominium projects in the State of California.

The licensed architect or structural engineer is required to 
provide a stamped or signed inspection report to the HOA. 

The bill also added that an HOA board has the authority to 
commence legal proceedings in its own name without joining 
with its members (new Civil Code §5986 and amended §6150).
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WHY WAS SB 326 PASSED?
In a word, safety. Historically, balcony 
and deck failures have led to thousands 
of injuries each year. 

The intended goal of SB 326 is to identify 
any exterior elevated elements in decay 
or disrepair, make any necessary repairs, 
and prevent future failures.
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WHEN IS ACTION REQUIRED?
For existing condominium projects (and those permitted 
prior to January 1, 2020 and currently under construction) 
the first inspections must be completed by January 1, 2025 
and completed again once every nine (9) years, thereafter.

New condominium projects, for which a building permit 
application was submitted after January 1, 2020, must 
have their first inspections completed within six (6) 
years of the issuance of the certificate of occupancy.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?
The Association is responsible to comply with SB 326.

“The continued and ongoing maintenance and repair 
of the load-bearing components and associated 
waterproofing systems in a safe, functional, and 
sanitary condition shall be the responsibility of the 
association as required by the association’s governing 
documents.”

SB 326 only applies to buildings with three (3) or 
more dwelling units.

The Association and/or the local enforcement agency 
(i.e. building department) may enact more stringent 
requirements.



HOW TO CONDUCT INSPECTIONS?
A reasonably competent and diligent visual inspection must be 
conducted by a licensed structural engineer or architect of a 
random statistically significant sample of exterior elevated 
elements for which the association has maintenance OR repair 
responsibility.

The inspection shall determine whether the exterior elevated 
elements are in a generally safe condition and performing in 
accordance with applicable standards.

Visual inspection: the least intrusive method necessary to inspect 
load-bearing components; could include moisture meters, 
borescopes, or infrared cameras.
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CONDUCTING INSPECTIONS
Random statistically significant sample: a random selection 
of a sufficient number of elements to inspect that will 
provide 95% confidence, with a 5% margin of error, that the 
results from the sample are reflective of the whole.
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Exterior elevated elements: load-bearing components 
together with their associated waterproofing system. Load-
bearing components are wood components that extend 
beyond the exterior walls of the building that structurally 
support decks, balconies, stairways, walkways, and railings 
elevated more than six (6) feet above ground level.



FURTHER INSPECTIONS?
The inspection shall determine whether the exterior elevated 
elements are in a generally safe condition and performing in 

accordance with applicable standards.

If the inspector observes building 
conditions indicating that 

unintended water or water vapor 
has passed into the associated 
waterproofing system, thereby 

creating a potential for damage to 
the load-bearing components, then 
the inspector may conduct further 

inspection.
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A written report shall be issued with the following information:

• Identification of the building components
• The current physical condition of the load-bearing components and 

waterproofing system
• The expected future performance and remaining useful life
• Recommendation of any necessary repair or replacement

The report shall be stamped or signed by the inspector, presented to the 
board, and incorporated into the next reserve study.

If an exterior elevated element poses an immediate threat to the safety of the 
occupants, the inspector shall provide a copy of the report to the local code 
enforcement agency within 15 days of completion of the report. The 
association shall immediately take preventative measures, including 
preventing occupant access, until repairs have been inspected.
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COMPLIANCE WITH SB 326
B2R will keep Associations in compliance with the inspection and reporting requirements of SB 326:

• B2R will determine how many elevated exterior elements will need to be inspected

• B2R will determine an overall cost to provide the inspections and report

• B2R will randomly select the elements to be inspected

• B2R will coordinate with the Management team and Association to schedule inspection times (some 
access to unit interiors will likely be required)

• B2R will visually inspect the selected elements

• B2R will determine if further intrusive testing (e.g. destructive testing) is necessary and schedule as 
needed

• B2R will produce a report of our findings for the Association

• B2R will inform the Association if any repairs are required and if any threat to safety is identified

• B2R will keep the Association in compliance without an onerous assessment to their unit owners
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WE ARE B2R

B2R’s team of experienced and licensed architects and engineers bring decades of experience providing 
building inspections, property condition assessments and reports, damage assessments, SB800 

inspections, and building expert consultation. Our many years of experience uniquely qualifies us to 
provide minimally invasive and cost-effective inspections and reports on the condition of exterior elevated 

elements.

Our focus is responding to the requirements of SB 326. Our services will keep associations of condominium 
developments in compliance with the inspection and reporting requirements of the new law via a variety 

of fee structures that minimize the financial impact to the association.
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GET LOCKED IN NOW
The first inspections and reports for 

existing condominium developments 
(permitted prior to January 1, 2020) 

must be done by January 1, 2025.

It will take time to get Association 
approval

It will take time to determine what 
and how many elements need to be 

inspected

It will take time to schedule the 
inspections

If further intrusive testing is 
necessary, it will take time to schedule 

and perform

It will take time to produce the report

B2R offers various fee structures to 
keep Associations in compliance and 

minimize the financial impact

As January 1, 2025 approaches it will 
be more difficult to schedule the 

inspections and to find inspectors, 
and the cost to perform the 

inspections will increase
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